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shelter themselves from dark texts during Advent.Yet,
the full experience of our common humanity is that
dark places inform our bright places.The most well
rounded believers I know and respect have stared
down the shadows in their lives and as a result, the
power of light is all the more gratifying and rewarding.
The Advent journey is filled with such places.The
biblical texts force us to confront difficult questions
and the messy ingredients that surround our existence.
While Advent leads us to the light, don’t dare forget
the dark places that got us there.
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My mother had always given to the church, but we did
not know how much until my dad, who had never been
saved and did not attend church, met with her pastor.
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Looking surprised, my dad promised we would
continue to give that amount and asked how he could
get it to the church.The preacher responded,“Come
to church, Harry; that is the only way we will accept it.”
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Like ancient time
Thousands of years ago, the prophet Isaiah spoke of
anarchy in Jerusalem, brazen sinfulness in Judah, and
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warned that continued rejection of God’s leadership

face the judgmen

would lead from unrest to violence, risking God’s
wrath upon His people who had strayed far from the
Word. Isaiah characterized leaders as “children’ whose

outlasted any civ

oppression fell inordinately on the poor and needy.
Indeed, wars sprang up,Jerusalem fell to various armies
over many generations, and God’s people met with
famine and even death as their leaders directed them
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These baby cousins grew and their respective
ministries were as controversial as their dramatic
entrance into our time.The lives of John and Jesus did
not fit into the confines of the expectations of the
people.
Isaiah 5:1 -7 is a descriptive song of the good fruit that
God’s chosen nation was to produce.The good fruit
was not produced instead, the vineyard yielded only
bad fruit.The boundaries God had planned for this
special vineyard became instead a place where the
hedge was destroyed, the wall was trampled down, it
was unpruned with thorns and briars, and no rain fell
on this land. Instead of justice, there was bloodshed
and distress rather than righteousness.
Silence, birth, and those two special babies became the
way to redeem the bad fruit of his chosen nation as
well as becoming good news for all people.
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Today's readings are from the middle. It is challenging
to jump right into the middle of chapters from Isaiah

and we wonder.We may have questions.
These Scripture lessons, like our lives, are right in the
middle.We are often thrust into unfamiliar places .We
wonder.We have questions.We live in the midst of
futility and failings, conflicts and crises, wildness and
wilderness.
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brings to us as w
The Bible provides several scriptures referring to
being prepared, especially when focusing on the life of
Christ. One specific example was when Jesus directed
his disciples to prepare for the Passover meal, also
known as the Last Supper (found in Luke 22:7-13).
This event was more than just finding a place to share
the Seder and organizing the celebration of Passover,
this was a means of Jesus preparing his disciples for
His death, which was soon to come.Jesus already
knew that He would experience betrayal by one of
His own disciples, and it was not long before He
would offer His life as a sacrifice for the sins of
humankind.
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Mariner as well as other well-known sightings. Also
not uncommon were the consequences; many began

question negates

to suspect the validity of miracles in general, and, as a

However, Coleri

result, some eventually questioned their faith. But
Coleridge argued faith was not based on miracles,

affirmed the pre
human perceptio
woodman’s inter

rather miracles were based on faith. And, ironically,
Coleridge uses one of the most famous optical
illusions, the Brocken spectre, to demonstrate his
claim. Named after the peak in the Hartz Mountains
where sightings frequently occur, the Brocken specter
appears when the viewer’s shadow is magnified,
surrounded by a halo of light reflected from the sun
behind the viewer, and projected on a screen of fine
mist.The source of the Mariner’s “kind saint ,the
Brocken spectre also appears in the last stanza of
“Constancy to an Ideal Object:”
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from the Lord A
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As I read Isaiah 8 and Luke 22 in tandem and hold
them against the backdrop of Advent, I recognize
elements from my own Christmas memories.There’s
darkness, and symbols, and hope. Reflecting on the
passages today, my mind continues to return to these
phrases:“signs and symbols” (Isaiah 8:18), the reigning
of darkness (Isaiah 8:22, Luke 22:53), and the day that
is coming when there will be “no more gloom”
(Isaiah 9:1). Right out of the gate, these passages may
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stone and cedar, and the head and tail.All will face
God’s outstretched hand of judgment.
Yet while the story of John the Baptist has both a
sense of thrill, much like I had as a child in
anticipating the launch of rockets, it is accompanied
by the knowledge that God is both merciful and our
judge just like Isaiah had written. John knew God still
had his hand of judgment outstretched. He preached
“A baptism of repentance for the forgiveness of sins.”
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commit acts of violence against humanity and the
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think we know that there is a hopeful future in the

and peace, even
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restoration of creation, there are those that do not
believe or do not show their belief.This unbelief was
even present when Jesus was alive and well, in the
flesh, living as a fulfillment of the prophecy that people
had heard about for centuries.
For this and all the haste and waste we see, either
firsthand or through a screen, we pray.We pray with
questions through tears and for mercy and grace to
overcome. For God to help us understand and hold us
together when everything around us seems adrift in a
sea of something that is surely polluted.
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share in his divinity. That would include suffering.
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Whatever Christ did he sanctified. He suffered,
therefore suffering becomes sanctifying.
When I look at this wrist band and its message, I am
also reminded of that famous passage from St.John’s
gospel that reads: For God so loved the world that he
gave his only Son, so that everyone who believes in him
may not perish but may have eternal life. I 7 Indeed, God
did not send the Son into the world to condemn the
world, but in order that the world might be saved through
him. 18

eternal.
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roots are underground and are hidden from our eyes.

Harvey’s poem “W

So was Jesus, until he put on flesh and appeared in the

very end of the po

fullness of grace to save us from sin. In Jesus, the root,
branches grow and extend upward and outward from
the root. In Jesus, we have our being, our nourishment,
fruitfulness, and holiness. John 5:15 reminds us of the
importance of being rooted in Jesus with the following
words:“l am the vine, you are the branches. He who
abides in me, and I in him, he it is that bears much
fruit, for apart from me you can do nothing.”
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season, let us prep
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In Revelation 20:11-21:8, God is preparing us for a
new heaven and a new earth.That preparation is to
have us live in a new reality where there will be no
more death, no more crying, and no more pain.
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Isaiah 28, like many of the chapters o
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theme. Luke 1 on the one hand begi
then on the other hand quickly turn
angel Gabriel speaks to Mary, who i
shares with her the disturbing news
have a baby. She begins to ponder, w
troubled at this woeful news. But th
to Gabriel, she soon comes to hear
words:“For nothing is impossible w
In an instant the woe has turned to
conceive by the power of God’s Ho

devil for what he thought would be ultimate
knowledge and perhaps power as well.
In today’s passage from Isaiah, hypocrisy and insincerity
in the worship of God are linked with an arrogance
that even challenges the Creator and his knowledge:
Shall what is formed say to the one who formed it,
“You did not make me”?
Can the pot say to the potter,
“You know nothing”? (v. 16)

God’s response is that “the wisdom of the wise will
perish, the intelligence of the intelligent will vanish”
(v. 14).
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